RECYCLING PLACES

There are many places to recycle such as Brimbank Council and the bins. Also there's special Can crushers you can get.

Recycling Brochure 2016

The five R's

Reduce waste -
Refuse excess packaging & anything you don't really want or need.
Re-use things, and
Repair any that get broken. Finally, if you can't do any of the above,
Recycle
Paper And Cardboard

All types of paper can be recycled but it must be clean. Cardboard has the same rules it must be clean or else you wreck the environment. If you recycle paper it saves a whole forest!. All you have to do is go out to your recycling bin at your house. Remember it saves a whole forest!.

Cartons and Batteries

Cartons are also made of paper so it must be clean and all types are accepted. Batteries are a different kind of recycling called ewaste. EWaste is electronic waste and it is taken to a special place. An example is Brimbank Council Resource Recovery. The address is Council Operations Centre Stadium Drive Keilor 3042. You can recycle all types of ewaste like phones, computers or ipads. Cartons are containers that hold juice, eggs and milk. You can find some at your supermarket. They feel like cardboard, but they are different. They are made out of different types of paper mostly newspaper though.

Glass Jars and Bottles

Glass jars and bottles are recyclable too. They must have nothing in them and they must be clean. They must have their lids recycled somewhere else not on top of the bottle. Glass bottles and jars are not used often but when people recycle them they often forget the lids. Lids cannot be recycled but if you do it stops a whole bunch of recycling being recycled.